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In a world where emotion can be a deadly weapon, one slight, battered runaway holds the key to a dark and
twisted enigma. . .

Drink of me, she whispers, her silver eyes trusting, pleading. What female dares speak such words to one of
the Sánge? His people are scorned by every race for their fierce sensuality, their fearful rituals. And as
Prime, Reule is the most telepathically gifted of them all.

But nothing has prepared him for the intensity of emotion radiating from the outlander rescued by his Pack.
Terrified, tormented, but beautiful beyond measure, Mystique shatters his legendary control. As she reaches
for him in the steamy heat of the healing baths, he knows this blind need can have but one end. . .

In blood, in knowledge, in ecstasy.

Praise for the Novels of Jacquelyn Frank

"A lush narrative sure to please readers who have longed for new gothic and darkly romantic tales."
--Booklist on Gideon

"Frank's NIGHTWALKER series depicts an engrossing alternate world, drawn in prose that is lush and
lyrical." --Linda Howard
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From reader reviews:

Gene Kistler:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? Yep, you
can choose the suitable activity with regard to spend your time. Any person spent their particular spare time
to take a wander, shopping, or went to the Mall. How about open or read a book allowed Drink of Me?
Maybe it is being best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your time together with your
favorite's book, you can better than before. Do you agree with it is opinion or you have various other
opinion?

Wilda Alexander:

Exactly why? Because this Drink of Me is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for you to
snap that but latter it will jolt you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book close to it was fantastic
author who else write the book in such remarkable way makes the content inside of easier to understand,
entertaining technique but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you for not hesitating
having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of positive aspects than the
other book have got such as help improving your proficiency and your critical thinking means. So , still want
to hesitate having that book? If I have been you I will go to the publication store hurriedly.

James Pickett:

Reading a book to become new life style in this yr; every people loves to examine a book. When you learn a
book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge, simply
because book has a lot of information onto it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts of book
that you have read. If you want to get information about your study, you can read education books, but if you
want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, this sort of us novel, comics, in addition to soon. The Drink
of Me will give you a new experience in studying a book.

Thomas Ellis:

Beside this specific Drink of Me in your phone, it could possibly give you a way to get closer to the new
knowledge or data. The information and the knowledge you may got here is fresh from your oven so don't
possibly be worry if you feel like an previous people live in narrow commune. It is good thing to have Drink
of Me because this book offers for you readable information. Do you occasionally have book but you would
not get what it's interesting features of. Oh come on, that would not happen if you have this in your hand.
The Enjoyable blend here cannot be questionable, including treasuring beautiful island. So do you still want
to miss the item? Find this book as well as read it from now!
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